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Introduction 

 

Radon is a radioactive noble gas, originating from the soil’s uranium and thorium content. 

Radon is considered responsible for more than half the average natural radiation dose for 

humans and one of the major causes of lung cancer (Pásztor et al. 2016, Bossew 2015). The 

health concerns of radon made regulatory control necessary and many countries 

implemented some measures for handling exposure to radon. The usual regulatory approach 

is specifying dose limits, an amount of radiation dose that is acceptable, these would be 

translated to reference levels, meaning permissible activity concentrations in various media 

(set in a way not to reach the dose limits). These reference levels then would be compared 

to the measured activity concentrations and if those concentrations exceed the reference 

levels the appropriate measures set in the national regulations would have to be 

implemented.  Developments in the dose conversion calculations (Harrison and Marsh 2012) 

further raised the importance of radon (the conversion factors were approximately tripled 

from the previously used ICRP 65). The European Union has included exposure to radon in 

the 2014 Basic Safety Standards, which requires the Member States to introduce reference 

levels for indoor radon concentrations not exceeding (as an annual average) 200 Bq m−3 for 

new dwellings and new buildings with public access, 300 Bq m−3 for existing dwellings, and 

300 Bq m−3 for existing buildings with public access, allowing for low occupancy time a 

maximum of 1000 Bq m−3 (Gruber et al 2013). Since regulating radon concentrations 

requires a large number of measurements some method is necessary to optimize the 

allocation of the limited resources available for each country. The indoor radon 

concentration and the exposure from radon are dependent on many factors, but an 

assumption can be made that geology is a major control on the variation of indoor radon 

(Appleton and Miles 2010). This radon potential can be described by many different ways 

(Szabó et al. 2014).  

 

Geogenic radon potential concepts 

 



The EU BSS describes radon-prone areas as a geographic area or administrative 

region where surveys indicate that the percentage of dwellings expected to exceed national 

reference levels is significantly higher than in other parts of the country (Bossew 2015). This 

is a good concept for national regulations, however it can’t be used across borders, it is 

highly dependent on national regulations and gives only a sense of risk related to the 

average concentration of the particular country, as high or as low it may be. 

One of the often (Gruber et al. 2013, Szabó et al. 2014, Bossew 2015, Pásztor et al. 

2016) used methods assessing the geogenic radon potential is the continuous variable 

originally proposed by Neznal et al. 2004. 

 

    
  

            
 

 

, where GRP is the geogenic radon potential, c∞ is the equilibrium soil gas radon activity 

concentration at a definite depth (0.8–1 m) (kBq m−3) and k is the soil gas permeability (m2). 

Based on research conducted in the Czech Republic, three categories of GRP were set: low 

(GRP < 10), medium (10 < GRP < 35) and high (35 < GRP) (Szabó et al. 2014). In practice there 

are some variations on providing the values for c and k (Gruber et al. 2013). 

 

If C and k values are not available, then the radon potential is usually estimated from 

proxies. Such proxies are the standardised indoor radon concentration (measured in defined 

standard conditions such as ground floor rooms, presence of a basement, etc. to 'factorise 

out' anthropogenic factors) The standardised indoor radon concentration is correlated to the 

GRP, with inaccuracies caused by remaining unaccounted for or poorly assessed factors. 

Other quantities such as equivalent uranium (eU) or dose rate have similarly describable 

relations to the GRP, however these relations can be locally different, according to the 

regional predominance of some factors. The controlling factors have to be taken into 

account when using substitutes for the soil radon in the formula (Gruber et al. 2013). 

 A different way of defining radon potential is based on multivariate cross-tabulation. 

This method results in an index with a categorical-ordinal quantity, the results are given in 

classes such as (I, II, III, IV) or (low, medium, high). Classes are assigned based on scores 

either assigned to a combination of input quantities or calculated as the sum of points 



delegated to the input quantities. The second type allows for the consideration of multiple 

factors. Available quantities are soil radon, permeability, standardised indoor concentration, 

equivalent uranium concentration or other geochemical quantities, external terrestrial 

gamma dose rate, geological categories, quantities related to tectonics, and the presence of 

‘special features’ like mines, caves, water bodies and other extraordinary conditions, which 

are coded binary (yes, no) (Gruber et al. 2013). 

 For compiling maps, similarly to the definition, several options exist. First the 

definition of the target variable has to be decided upon. Then the mentioned variable has to 

be matched to spatial units (area), which will serve as the basis of the map. These spatial 

units can take various shapes and forms such as administrative or geological units or a grid 

cells. Geographical units might be a practical choice for the radon potential, and if desired 

those units can be decompiled into a grid system. The spatial units are then assigned a value 

derived from the measured target variables inside (arithmetic mean, geometric mean, 

median, etc.) (Gruber et al. 2013). If insufficient data is available for the mean calculation to 

be representative of the area that technique shouldn’t be used. Various estimation or 

interpolation techniques (local regression methods, disjunctive kriging, Bayesian inference or 

extensive Monte Carlo simulations) can be implemented during the construction of such maps, 

but it should be kept in mind that the interpolated concentration is only an estimate, not the 

actual radon concentration, even though it can be useful for the visualisation of the data and 

in defining areas with higher risk probability (Cafaro et al. 2014). The different spatial units 

offer different advantages and disadvantages. Administrative boundaries make 

administrative action easier, but disregard the relation between the radon potential and the 

geology and soil properties. Grids makes mapping independent from other variables, but 

ignores variation within the grid cells. Geological boundaries are much more closely related 

to the radon potential but still there can be variations in the radon potential inside the 

geological units (Ielsch et al. 2010). In case of sufficient data density maps can be made by 

displaying each point of data, without interpolation for the areas between the data points, 

which would still give an instinctive grasp of the overall situation (McKinley 2015). 

 

Relationship between various parameters used in the estimation of geogenic radon 

potential 

 



In case of the multivariate cross-tabulation values can be assigned to the various 

parameters or qualitative categories can be set up. For example, in case of a study on 

Bourgogne a five step qualitative scale was used to define radon source potential based on 

lithology and uranium content, while for the geogenic radon potential map they narrowed 

down the number of categories to three and included the various artefacts such as mines 

and hot springs into the analyses (Ielsch et al. 2010). 

In case of the geogenic radon potential formula reliant on soil gas and soil 

permeability measurements there are some methods correlating various other parameters if 

the input is not directly available. Appleton and Miles performed least squares (LS) 

regression analysis to establish empirical relationships between estimated uranium in the 

<2mm fraction of topsoils derived from airborne gamma spectrometry data, U measured in 

the <2mm fraction of topsoil geochemical samples soil gas radon and indoor radon 

concentrations based on observations in the United Kingdom (Appleton and Miles 2010). 

The linear relationships were compared to those described for other countries. The 

described relationships are dependent on the underlying geological units. Similar 

relationships were described by other authors for Germany, Croatia and the Czech Republic 

(Appleton and Miles 2010). 

 

The relationship between indoor radon concentration and soil gas radon by least square 

regression analysis (Appleton and Miles 2010). 



 

Various log - ratio transformation methods (pairwise, additive, isometric, etc.) have 

been also used for the eliminating the constant sum closure effects caused by the relative 

nature of geochemical data (McKinley 2015). Yet another method is using correlation 

coefficient matrices either on the original data or if lognormal distribution is assumed then the 

logarithms of the data (Pereira et al. 2017). In some cases, (for example the Portugal C2-type 

granites) the correlation might not be made between the desired parameters due to the high 

variability of the data.  Some other examples are the Global Ordinary Least Squared and the 

Geographically Weighted Regression, the latter being suggested favourable due to the inclusion of 

local geographical parameters (De Novelis et al. 2014, Ciotoli et al. 2017). 

 

Spatial distribution of radon in Europe 

 

The 2005 Overview of radon surveys in Europe by the Joint Research Centre (JRC) of 

the European Commission was an attempt to give an overall picture of the radon situation of 

Europe. This map has been included to show the significant differences in the approach for 

handling and presenting data even amongst the Member States of the European Union. 

 

 

 



 

Mosaic of published European radon maps conducted separately from each other (Dubois 

2005) 

 

The various countries chose different approaches, some using administrative 

boundaries, some using grid patterns, some only concentrating on specific areas, some using 

interpolation and geostatistics. This led to increased interest in higher levels of coordination 

and cooperation in further such projects (Dubois 2005).  

The Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission made significant efforts 

to produce a more usable map than the one compiled in 2005.  To achieve this goal, they 

have recruited the national authorities of the Member States and standardized the input 

data as means over 10×10 km grid cells of (mean) annual indoor radon concentration in 

ground-floor rooms of dwellings. The grid was provided by the JRC and using the GISCO-

Lambert azimuthal equal area projection. The participants were asked to aggregate their 

original data into the grid and calculate the arithmetic mean (AM), standard deviation (SD), 

AM and SD of ln-transformed data, minimum, median and maximum, as well as to provide 

the number of measurements per cell using annual, averaged measurements made on 

ground floor of residential houses (Tollefsen et al. 2014). Other connected projects are also 

being implemented, such as the metroRADON project that covers measurement 

methodology and calibration issues. 

 



 

 

Arithmetic means over 10 × 10 km cells of long-term radon concentration in ground-floor 

rooms based on data provided by national authorities from 2006-2014 (Tollefsen et al. 2014) 

 

 Similar maps are being constructed by the Joint Research Centre of the European 

Commission for the Geogenic Radon Potential, however that project is still ongoing and has 

many issues to be solved before completion. Gruber and her colleagues presented a trial 

version of the European Geogenic Radon Map based on the definition of geogenic radon 

potential proposed by Neznal (Gruber et al. 2012). The input variables were transformed via 

transfer models into the input parameters of the equation. The input variables were also 

assigned scores for classification. The maps would be based on a Geogenic Radon database 

which would in turn be based on a radon-relevant geological classification. The preferred 

method of classification was the use of OneGeology, the geological types were assigned an 

index value from 1-4 based on German geotypes. This posed some problems due to 

countries that are not part of the OneGeology and the problems of geology classification 

(types missing, different classification systems used, difficult classification, incomplete data, 

etc.). 

 



 

Trial version of the European Geogenic Radon Map (EGRM) with „radiological” radon classes 

(Gruber et al. 2012) 

 

 

Trial version of the European Geogenic Radon Map (EGRM) with „geological” radon classes 



(Gruber et al. 2012) 

 

Possible issues with the trial version of the European Geogenic Radon Map (Gruber et al. 

2012) 

 

 While the EGRM presents a unified picture of the collected data the trial version was 

calibrated using German geotypes, so for other countries analogies were used. For the 

improvement of the map an iterative approach is necessary, with feedback from the experts 

of other countries. The EGRM has to be supplemented by data on the geotypes not present 

in Germany, while in other countries the geological analogies have to be confirmed and 

validated.  

 

Distribution of radon measurement methods and measurement devices in Europe 

 

Assessing the radon measurement methods and measurement devices in Europe 

would be a major project on its own and would require a significant amount of man hours. In 

the following points methods used in big national and international surveys are listed, with 

the addition of methods presented in some articles. Some microstates don’t have their own 

national radon surveys or are covered by international agreements with neighbouring 

countries. 



Albania 

The Institute of Applied Nuclear Physics of the State University of Tirana has access to 

CR-39 (SSNTD) based passive monitoring with digital microscope evaluation (Daci and Bode 

2016). For soil gas radon concentration measurements Luk-4 type equipment (based on 

Lucas-cells) was reported to be used (Dogjani et al. 2017). 

 

Armenia 

Armenia has used a RAD7 type active device, which exchanged FAS-2-P type radon 

meters, related to conduct earthquake research (Saghatelyan et al. 2010). 

 

Austria 

Austria used solid state nuclear track detectors with the Karlsruhe 2 system, E-PERM, 

and charcoal with LSC measurements (Picorad). In the same report they used AlphaGUARD 

type active device for the measurement of soil gas (Dubois 2005). Never articles also 

mention AlphaGuard based soil gas measurements and the permeability being calculated 

according to the formula of Damkjaer and Korsbech from the flow rate and pressure (Gruber 

et al 2008). 

 

Radon potential in Austria defined mainly as the annual mean radon concentration in a 

commonly used living- or bedroom on the ground floor in a house without basement (Dubois 

2005). 

 



Azerbaijan 

The Geology Institute of Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences GIA conducted a 

joint survey with the Radon Competence Centre (RCC) of the University of Applied Sciences 

of Southern Switzerland (SUPSI) using the Swiss methodology and radon Gammadata 

dosimeters (Veliyeva et al. 2012). 

 

Map of indoor radon concentration of Azerbaijan by interpolated by krieging (Veliyeva et al. 

2012). 

 

Belarus 

An indoor radon survey was conducted using LR-115 type track detectors (Chunikhin 

et al. 2016 ) The Belarusian State Institute of Metrology also has access to an AlphaGUARD 

PQ 2000 EF 1481, which was used in the COOMET.RI(II)-S1.Rn-222 (169/UA/98) 

intercomparison exercise. 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/84403900_LA_Chunikhin


 

Indoor radon map (Chunikhin et al. 2016 ) 

 

Belgium 

The Federal Agency for Nuclear Control (FANC) used Makrofol type track-etch 

detectors for the long term monitoring of indoor radon (Dubois 2005). A more recent article 

speaks of measurements with charcoal detectors evaluated by gamma spectrometry and 

track-etch detectors and a map constructed based on geological units and geometrical mean 

radon concentration (GM) (Tondeur et al. 2014).  

 

Percentage of houses exceeding 200 and 400 Bq/m3 (Dubois 2005). 

 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/84403900_LA_Chunikhin


Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Bosnia and Herzegovina has access to Alpha GUARD PQ 2000 Pro type active devices 

(including supplementary devices such as AquaKIT, AlphaPUMP and Radon-Box) and solid 

state nuclear track detectors with the Radosys evaluation system (IAEA TC Project 9127). 

 

Bulgaria 

Bulgaria uses Alpha Guard active devices, solid state nuclear track detectors with the 

Radosys evaluation system and the E-PERM system (IAEA TC Project 9127). A retrospective 

dosimetry method based on polycarbonates (CD-s) was also described by Pressyanov 

(Pressyanov 2010). A study of indoor radon in kindergartens was conducted by RSKS type 

nuclear track detectors, which use CR-39 chips inside (Ivanova et al. 2014). 

 

Croatia 

The Laboratory for Low-Level Radioactivity at the Department of Physics, University 

of Osijek) uses LR-115 II type solid state nuclear track detectors, as well as AlphaGUARD type 

ionization chambers and Radhome II type silicon detectors (IAEA TC Project 9127). LR-115 

was used also for soil gas monitoring (Dubois 2005). 

 

Annual mean indoor radon concentrations in Bq/m3 shown on a regional level (Dubois 2005). 

 

 

 



Cyprus 

The Department of Physics, University of Cyprus used Radim-3 type Passive electronic 

radon detectors for the monitoring of radon (Dubois 2005). 

 

Czech Republic 

The National Radiation Protection Institute (SURO) used LR 115 type track-etch 

detectors for the monitoring of indoor radon, the soil surveys were conducted using various 

scintillation devices (Dubois 2005). For the survey of building sites, a method was described 

by using at least 15 steel probes to cover the area in question with their tips at 0.8 m depth. 

Surface air would be removed from the tube, the soil permeability would be measured by 

resistance against pumping, and samples of soil air would be measured by Lucas cells. The 

third quartile (75% quantile) of the results would be taken as the true value of radon 

concentration in soil air (Neznal et al 2004, Gruber et al. 2013). 

 

Indoor radon averages calculated at the municipal level (Dubois 2005). 

 

 



 

Radon potential map using the vectorised contours of geological units (Dubois 2005). 

 

Denmark 

The National Institute of Radiation Hygiene used CR-39 SSNTD-s for the long term 

monitoring of indoor radon (Dubois 2005). 

 

Percentages of houses above 200 Bq/m3 based on municipalities (Dubois 2005). 

 

 



Estonia 

The Radiation Safety Department of Environmental Board utilizes CR-39 type SSNTD-s 

with the Radosys evaluation system for long time monitoring, has two Alphaguard P30s and 

an Atmos 12 DPX. The state owned Estonian Geological Survey conducts radon 

measurements in soil. Estonia also has several private companies offering radon 

measurements and measurement devices, such as the Ramon 2.2 (IAEA TC Project 9127). 

The Estonian Radiation Protection Centre used CR-39 type SSNTD-s for the monitoring of 

indoor radon (Dubois 2005). The Geological Survey of Estonia conducted a soil gas survey 

using Emanometer Markus-10 and Portable Gama Ray Spectrometer (GRS), Model GPS-21 

(Dubois 2005). Estonia has radon risk maps including Rn concentration in soil, Preliminary Rn 

risk areas; Rn concentration in soil air by direct measurement with Markus 10 (recalculated 

to depth 1 m); Rn concentration in soil air calculated after U (226Ra); U (226Ra) concentration 

in soil; Th (232Th) concentration in soil; K (40K) concentration in soil; Natural radiation of soil). 

 

 

Indoor radon activity concentration by communes (Dubois 2005). 



 

Map of maximum soil gas concentrations (Dubois 2005). 

 

Finland 

The Radiation and Nuclear Safety Contact point (STUK) conducted an indoor radon 

survey using Makrofol type track-etch detectors (Dubois 2005). Soil gas measurements for 

scientific purposes by radon-tight cans and Lucas cells were also reported (Dubois 2005). 

This type of activity is still ongoing and can be requested by homeowners as well (Valmari et 

al. 2014). 

 

Indoor average annual radon concentration map by municipality (Dubois 2005). 



France 

The Institute for Radiological Protection and Nuclear Safety (IRSN) used LR115 type 

track detectors for indoor radon measurements and maps were compiled both by grid 

pattern and by administrative boundaries, soil gas measurements were conducted using 

Lucas-cells (Dubois 2005). 

 

Annual mean indoor radon concentration levels on a municipality basis (Dubois 2005). 

 

As for radon potential mapping, a study utilized a set of geologic variables: geology, 

lithology, U content, fracturing (presence of faults), underground mines, and thermo-mineral 

sources as quantitative parameters (Ielsch et al. 2010). This was made necessary by the 

relative sparsity of the soil-gas data in France. The data was provided by previous geological 

and geochemical surveys, studies and databases, to compile the map they selected a 1.5 km2 

sized minimal object size and calculated the mean U content of the geological units based on 

the geological map of France (1:1,000,000, digital map). Then they took into account the 

various artefacts (mines, geological fractures, etc.) inside the geological units and 

constructed a map by compiling all considered layers together.  For classifying the geogenic 

radon potential they used two quantitative scales, a more detailed 5 step and a more easily 

interpretable three step scale. 



 

The geogenic radon potential map of Bourgogne (Ielsch et al. 2010). 

 

Georgia 

The Nuclear and Radiation Safety Department, Ministry of Environment and Natural 

Resources Protection of Georgia has access to various active devices, such as AlphaGUARD, 

RAD7, SISIE AND РРА-01М-03. Long term measurements are conducted by CR-39 type solid 

state nuclear track detectors or a variety of Electret ionisation chambers (IAEA TC Project 

9127). Lucas cells and Radhome devices were also reported to be used (Dubois 2005). 

 

Germany 

The Federal Office for Radiation Protection (BfS) reportedly used Makrofol type track-

etch detectors, and activated charcoal detectors evaluated by either LSC or gamma-

spectrometry. Soil gas-measurements were done by grab sampling and measurement using 

Lucas-cells (Dubois 2005). For the soil gas measurements, a measurement protocol using 

three 1 m deep boreholes in an equilateral triangle with sides approximately 3 m long. A 

steel probe would be sealed into the hole by an inflatable device, the surface air would be 

removed, the permeability measured, and two samples from each hole would be measured 



three times by Lucas cells. Means would be calculated by hole and the maximum would be 

used as the representative soil radon concentration. (Kemski et al. 2001, Gruber et al. 2013) 

 

Soil-gas map of Germany by distance-weighted interpolation on a 3×3 km grid basis 

within geological units using GIS (Dubois 2005). 

 

Newer maps have been compiled using a 10x10 km basis compatible with the joint 

European Atlas of Natural Radiation (EANR) project’s grid, which would be compatible with 

the European geogenic radon map (EGRM) and the European indoor radon map (EIRM). 

The ’Neznal-type’ radon potential was calculated and estimated using ordinary kriging, 

including geological classes as deterministic trend predictors, while after collocating the soil 

and indoor radon concentration and similar kriging techniques, the joint distribution of 

radon in soil and ground floor indoor radon was displayed as a copula using Sklar's theorem. 



  

'Neznal-type' radon potential map (right) and joint distribution of radon in soil and ground 

floor indoor radon (left) (Gruber et al. 2013) 

 

Greece 

The Greek Atomic Energy Commission (GAEC) has access to CR-39 solid state nuclear 

track detectors, Electret ionization chambers as well as AlphaGUARD and SARAD type active 

devices (IAEA TC Project 9127). Other papers described the use of MPD radon dosimeters 

(using CR-39 chips inside) and active devices AlphaGUARD and Sarad EQF3023 (Nikolopoulos et al. 

2002, Louizi et al. 2005) 

 

Radon prone areas in Greece (Nikolopoulos et al. 2002) 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0265931X02000267#!
https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/72025064_A_Louizi
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0265931X02000267#!


Hungary 

The National Research Institute for Radiobiology and Radiohygiene Frederic Joliot 

Curie (OSSKI) has access to electret detectors (E-PERM), CR-39 nuclear track detectors with 

the Radosys evaluation system, as well as a variety of active devices such as RAD-7 (Durridge 

Co.) AlphaGUARD (Genitron Inst.), Radim 2,-2P, -3, Pylon AB-5, RGM-3, SARAD, Dataqua and 

ATMOS 12 DPX (IAEA TC Project 9127). In case of Geogenic Radon Potential mapping a RAD7 

Electronic Radon Detector has been reportedly used for soil radon gas measurements, while 

the soil gas permeability was measured by a Radon-JOK through the same probe. The 

10 × 10 km grid suggested for the European indoor radon map was used to help in the 

uniform determination of the sampling points. The map was compiled using Triangular 

Irregular Network (TIN) interpolation and the median, upper quartile and internationally 

defined GRP limits (Szabó et al. 2014). The same area was later analysed by regression 

kriging (László et al. 2016). 

 

Geogenic radon potential map of central Hungary (Szabó et al. 2014) 

 

 

 



Iceland 

 Iceland carried out a national survey of indoor radon using Radosys type CR-39 

SSNTDs and the domestically developed Autoradon liquid scintillation system. The mean of 

the surveyed values was 13 Bq/m3, the median 9 Bq/m3, 95% of the results were below 40 

Bq/m3 and the highest value was 79 Bq/m3 (Jónsson et al. 2016). 

 

 

Points of measurement at the national survey of Iceland (Jónsson et al. 2016). 

 

Ireland 

The Radiological Protection Institute of Ireland (RPII) used CR-39 type SSNTD-s for 

indoor radon monitoring (Dubois 2005).  

 

 

Annual mean radon concentration values in Irish dwelling using a grid pattern (Dubois 

2005). 



 

Italy 

The Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS) (Italian National Institute of Health) used LR-115 

type track-etch detectors for indoor radon monitoring (Dubois 2005). Radon measurements 

have been also conducted by CR-39 type SSNTD-s (Cafaro et al. 2014). Soil gas 

measurements using an active radon detector with a Lucas cell have been described as well 

as the use of “equivalent” uranium (eU) and average radium content in soil as proxies in the 

absence of soil gas data (Ciotoli et al. 2017). 

 

 

Average annual radon concentration levels by region (Dubois 2005). 

 

Kazakhstan 

Kazahstan has access to many different types of devices, however the articles 

providing an overview on the radon situation are vague on the question of what type of 

devices are used (Bersimbaev and Bulgakova 2015, Bersimbaev and Bulgakova 2017). Other 

sources reported the use of Ramon-02, ALPHARAD and AlphaGUARD type active devices, as 

well as the use of CR-39 SSNTD-s with the Radosys system (Vladislav 2016).  

 



 

Radon affected areas (Bersimbaev and Bulgakova 2017). 

 

Kosovo 

Surveys using Gammadata type CR-39 SSNTD-s were carried out in Kosovo for indoor 

radon measurements (Gulan 2017). In an other case TASTRAK type CR-39 detectors were 

used (Gulan et al. 2017). A CRM 510 type active device has also reportedly been used for 

monitoring radon in underground mines (Hodolli et al. 2015). 

 

Latvia 

The Environmental Quality Unit of the Ministry of Environment reported a few pieces 

of equipment for measurements in air, soil and water (radon activity concentration) (IAEA TC 

Project 9127). The Radiation Safety Centre reportedly used Electret Ion Chambers and 

Pulsed Ionization-Chambers (ATMOS-12, Gammadata Matteknik AB) for indoor radon 

monitoring. Soil gas measurements were carried out using Emanometer Markus-10 

(Gammadata Matteknik AB) (Dubois 2005). 

 

Liechtenstein 

 Liechtenstein seems to be covered by a cooperation between the Österreichische 

Agentur für Gesundheitund Ernährungssicherheit (AGES) Österreichische Fachstelle für 

Radon, the Bayerisches Landesamt für Umwelt Abteilung Strahlenschutz, the Ministerium für 

Umwelt, Klima und Energiewirtschaft Baden-Württemberg, the Amt der Oö. 

Landesregierung Abt. Umweltschutz / Strahlenschutz, the Landesagentur für Umwelt Bozen, 

and the Bundesamt für Gesundheit (BAG) Sektion Radiologische Risiken (BAG 2012). 



 

Radon risk area map published by the Bundesamt für Gesundheit (BAG 2012) 

 

Lithuania 

The Radiation Protection Centre of the Ministry of Health uses E-PERM electrets 

(IAEA TC Project 9127). Soil gas measurements were reported using Emanometer Markus-10 

with Ortec Ultra Silicon detector (Dubois 2005). 

 

Luxembourg 

The Radioprotection Survey and the Laboratoire Physique des Radiations reportedly 

used Macrofol type track-etch detectors for indoor radon monitoring. Maps were compiled 

using SurferR and kriging techniques. Soil gas measurements were carried out by Lucas-cells 

(Dubois 2005). 

 

Local annual radon concentration values by interpolating local median 

values (log-transformed) by ordinary kriging (Dubois 2005). 



 

Macedonia (FYROM) 

The Ionizing Radiation Department and Radioecology, Institute of Public Health 

applies CR-39 type SSNTD-s with the RadoSys evaluation system (IAEA TC Project 9127). 

 

Malta 

The Radiation Protection Board reportedly has access to track-etch detectors and 

AlphaGUARD detectors (Dubois 2005). 

 

Moldova 

The National Scientific-Applied Centre of Preventive Medicine (NSACPM) has 

Radonometer RTM 1688-2 and AlphaGUARD type active devices (IAEA TC Project 9127). 

 

Monaco 

A RAD7 type silicon semiconductor detector was reportedly used for studying the 

effects of radon loss in 226Ra measurements (Scholten et al. 2013). 

 

Montenegro 

Montenegro has access to AlphaGUARD and RAD7 type active devices with various 

accessories included (IAEA TC Project 9127). 

 

Netherlands 

The National Institute for Public Health and the Environment and Laboratory for 

Radiation Research reportedly used KVI and FzK (Karlsruhe) type track-etch detectors. Top-

soil measurements were carried out using HPGe detectors (Dubois 2005). 

 

Norway 

The Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority (NRPA) reportedly used CR-39 SSNTD-

s for indoor radon measurements (Dubois 2005).  



 

Estimation of the percentage of houses above 200 Bq/m3 by municipality (Dubois 

2005). 

 

Poland 

The Central Laboratory for Radiological Protection reportedly used CR-39, LR-115 and 

charcoal for the monitoring of indoor radon. Soil gas measurements were carried out Lucas-

cells and AlphaGUARD type active devices (Dubois 2005).  

 

Local annual mean radon concentration values (Dubois 2005). 

 

Portugal 

The Instituto Tecnológico e Nuclear (ITN) reportedly used LR-115 II type track-etch devices 

for the monitoring of indoor radon, maps were prepared using administrative boundaries 



(Dubois 2005). An AlphaGUARD Pro type active device was reportedly used for the study of 

radon exhalation (Pereira et al. 2017). 

 

Local mean radon concentration values in dwellings (Dubois 2005). 

 

Romania 

The Nuclear Agency & Radioactive Waste (AN&DR) uses CR-39 type SSNTD-s with 

RadoSys-2000 type evaluation system (IAEA TC Project 9127). Previously air sampling on 

membrane filters was also reportedly used (Dubois 2005).  Other sources reported the use of 

charcoal absorption with gamma spectrometry evaluation, LUK 3C utilizing Lucas-cell type 

scintillation devices and CR-39 type SSNTD-s for soil gas measurements (Cosma et al. 2014). 

 

Russia 

The Burnasyan Federal Medical Biophysical Center of the Federal Medical Biological 

Agency of Russia has more than 200 associated radiation monitoring labs and 7 Interregional 

radiological centres. Long term monitoring is done by LR-115 type track detectors, mid-term 

monitoring is conducted by using Charcoal or Electret ion chambers, and there are numerous 

domestic and international active devices (IAEA TC Project 9127). In addition to the national 

standards RAMON-01M and AlphaGUARD PQ 2000 PRO devices are used as secondary 

standards, and measurement devices are to be calibrated at least every 12 months (IAEA TC 

Project 9127). 

 



Serbia 

The Institute of Physics uses both domestic Electro-chemical etch track detectors and 

chemical etch SSNTD-s in various forms, such as UFO, RADUET, CR-39 ISS, and Rn/Tn progeny 

detectors. For short term measurements RAD7 devices and charcoal absorbers evaluated by 

gamma spectrometry are used (IAEA TC Project 9127). 

 

Slovakia 

The Slovak Medical University uses CR-39 type SSNTD-s chemical preetching, 

electrochemical etching and UANTIMET 520 image analyser type evaluation. For short term 

monitoring active coal evaluated by gamma spectrometry is used (IAEA TC Project 9127). 

Previously Lucas Cells were reportedly used for soil-gas monitoring (Dubois 2005). 

 

Slovenia 

The Slovenian Administration for Radiation Protection (SARP) uses SSNTD-s, 

Scintillation cells, various active devices as AlphaGUARD, RAD7, Radon Scout, Radim 5 as 

well as Working-level and equilibrium equivalent activity concentration meters (WLM-30, 

BWLM 2S, Doseman Pro, EQF 3020, RTM 1688-thoron) (IAEA TC Project 9127). 

 

 

Map of indoor annual average radon concentration by interpolating the values on a grid with 

a resolution of 2 km × 2 km by universal kriging with linear drift (Dubois 2005). 

 

  



Spain 

The Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear reportedly has access to track-etch detectors, KfK 

detectors, charcoal detectors and Lucas-cells (Dubois 2005). A more recent measurement 

campaign was also described using a 10x10 km grid, external gamma measurements for 

selecting the high risk areas and CR-39 type SSNTD-s for the measurement of radon. (Sainz 

Sainz Fernandez et al 2017.) 

 

Estimated annual mean indoor radon concentration values (Dubois 2005). 

 

Sweden 

The Swedish Radiation Protection Authority (SSI) reportedly used CR-39 SSNTD-s for 

the monitoring of indoor radon concentration while soil radon was measured by private 

companies. For the soil-gas measurements emanometers (Markus 10, Gammadata)  and 

activated charcoal was reported to be used (Dubois 2005).  



 

Example risk radon potential map High risk area (red), Probable high risk area (dark yellow), 

Normal risk area (light yellow), Low risk area (green) (Dubois 2005). 

 

 

Summary of Swedish recommendations (Dubois 2005). 

 

Switzerland 

 The Swiss Federal Office of Public Health (SFOPH) reportedly used track-etch 

detectors  

and electrets for indoor radon monitoring (Dubois 2005). 



 

Municipal annual mean radon concentration values (Dubois 2005). 

 

Turkey 

The Cekmece Nuclear Research and Training Centre, Turkish Atomic Energy Agency 

and the Cancer Control Department has active devices and uses CR-39s for long term 

monitoring (IAEA TC Project 9127). 

 

Ukraine 

The Marzeev Institute of Hygiene and Medical Ecology at the Ukrainian Academy of 

Medical Sciences uses LR-115 track detectors and a light counter system (IAEA TC Project 

9127). 

 

United Kingdom (UK) 

The Health Protection Agency (HPA) reportedly has access to track-etch detectors 

(NRPB/HPA, NET, Gammadata) used for indoor radon measurements. Maps were made by 

using local averages on a predefined grid with 5 km x 5 km cells, enhanced with higher 

measurement density areas with a resolution of 1 km (Dubois 2005). The use of Lucas-cells 

for soil gas measurements, as well as airborne gamma-surveys and XRF measurements of 

soil samples have been also described. The latter two were used to calculate uranium 

concentration in the topsoil, which was in turn linked to the radon concentrations (Appleton 

and Miles 2010). 



 

Map of the percentage of homes above the action level in the UK and Wales (Dubois 2005). 

 

Map of the percentage of homes above the action level in Northern Ireland (Dubois 2005). 



 

Map of the percentage of homes above the action level in Scotland (Dubois 2005). 
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